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It’s that time of the year to make new goals. To be more energetic and bolder for the coming 

year. It is a chance to start afresh. It’s a time to recalibrate. Get your energy back. Get your 

you back. We all need to focus on achieving new things for a ‘new me’ in the coming year.  

Research by medino.com found the top health improvement goals for 2022 were to improve 
mental health and wellbeing; enjoy a more balanced diet;  increase time spent on fitness and 
exercise; get into better sleeping patterns, followed by quitting smoking. 

Improving on mental wellbeing can be so simple. As simple as taking 30 minutes exercise daily 
such as going jogging, doing aerobic exercises, walking, cycling, swimming, and making 
changes to one’s diet. Exercise and diet have proved to reduce anxiety and depression. 
Indeed, when some lifestyle changes are made people will see an improvement on their work 
productivity, the quality of their family life and all manner of personal relationships. 

Dr John Pimm, Clinical Lead for Buckinghamshire Psychological Therapies Pathway, said: “We 
know from the findings of numerous mental health studies that the more you move the better 
you tend to feel. We also know physical activity levels are often low in people with common 
mental health problems.’’ 
 

The new year, new me goal for every reader should therefore be to become more physically 
active and make small changes to their lives.  

If you live in Oxfordshire and are experiencing low mood, anxiety, depression or stress get in 
touch with TalkingSpace Plus  They’re here to help and offer a fast, free and confidential NHS 
service. 
 
You can refer yourself to the service by visiting the website here, calling (01865 901222). 
 

http://go.skimresources.com/?id=125352X1647774&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.medino.com&sref=https://www.scotsman.com/read-this/keeping-mental-health-in-tune-and-achieving-new-year-goals-3492300
https://www.oxfordhealth.nhs.uk/talkingspaceplus/

